Light driven optofluidic switch developed in a ZnO-overlaid microstructured optical fiber.
A great challenge of Optofluidics remains the control of the fluidic properties of a photonic circuit by solely utilizing light. In this study, the development of a ZnO nanolayered microstructured optical fiber (MOF) Fabry-Perot interferometer is demonstrated, along with its fully reversible optofluidic switching behaviour. The actuation and switching principle is entirely based on the employment of light sources, i.e. UV 248 nm and green 532 nm lasers, while using modest irradiation doses. The synthesized ZnO within the MOF capillaries acts as a light triggered wettability transducer, allowing the controlled water filling and draining of the MOF Fabry-Perot cavity. The progression of the optofluidic cycle is monitored in situ with optical microscopy, while Fabry-Perot reflection spectra are monitored in real time to probe temporal infiltration behaviour. Finally, a first insight on the light triggered switching mechanism, employing photoluminescence and spectrophotometric measurements is presented. Results appear highly promising towards the design of smart in-fiber optofluidic light switching devices, suitable for actuating and sensing applications.